Tips and Advice to Help Introverts Thrive—Their Own Way

A Few Tricks of the Trade for
Handling Obligatory Socializing
By Peter Vogt
When I was a kid, church on
Sunday mornings was typically
followed by a lengthy visit to a
relative’s house, usually that of
my Uncle Dick and Aunt Betty.
I never wanted to go (to Dick
and Betty’s, that is, although the
same was true for church).
It had nothing to do with Dick
and Betty specifically; I didn’t want
to go see anyone. I wanted to go
home and read a book, or watch
football on TV, or do anything else,
really, that didn’t involve more socializing than I’d already done at
church and Sunday school.
But I had no choice. I was a kid,
and I did what I was told.
I never knew why I felt the way I
felt. I was a couple of decades from
even hearing the term introvert, let
alone knowing what it meant, so I
had neither the words nor the gumption to try to change the situation.
Instead, I found ways to adapt—
to ride out the many social circumstances I found myself in that were
thrust upon me.

The first strategy, which I perfected amidst the Oreos, black coffee,
and secondhand cigarette smoke at
Dick and Betty’s house, was to be—
and be seen as—The Pet Person.
Dick and Betty had an ageless old
dog named Putt Putt and a cat with
a damaged ear named Taco. Putt
Putt and Taco became my go-to
“people” during each visit.
And an amazing thing happened:
I was left alone to be with them, but
I was still viewed—or so it seemed—
as being sociable with the other people who were there; it was socializing via osmosis and proximity!
It was fantastic. So fantastic that I
use this tactic to this very day.
It’s one of several introverted
tricks of the trade I’ve developed
over the years for those situations
where you find yourself having to
socialize when, shall we say, it isn’t
necessarily your idea.
Here are a few others you can try.

The Kid Person
Being The Kid Person is quite
similar to being The Pet Person,
Continued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
MANAGING YOUR ENERGY

“Box Breathing” Allows You
to Recharge a Bit at a Time
It’s lovely, of course, when you
have an hour … or an entire day …
or even longer to take a deep dive
into the alone time you thrive on as
an introvert.
But what can you do when you
have only a few minutes, or even just
a few seconds?
Try “box breathing,” writer
Rebecca Holland suggests in her
recent Introvert, Dear website article
entitled “7 Ways to Micro-Recharge
as an Introvert.”
Box breathing, Holland says, is
the simple act of breathing in for
four beats and out for four beats,
with four beats of holding the breath
in between.
“You close your eyes and imagine
drawing the first line of a box,” Holland writes, “then each subsequent
line until the box is completely
formed in your mind.”
Once you’re done with one box,
you simply keep going for as long as
you want, or have—or “for as long

as you can escape from people without your absence being noted,” as
Holland puts it.
“The breathing will help settle
your nerves, but also help you escape to a place where there isn’t any
chatter you have to be involved in,”
adds Holland, a freelancer in Liver-

pool, England.
“As an introvert, that is a dream
for me. (I’m sure you can relate!)”
Meditating and breathwork activities can be intimidating, Holland
acknowledges, “but box breathing
is one of my favorites and is super
easy to do.”

“‘Deliberate’ is the key word,”
stresses Markgraf, a New Ulm,
Minnesota-based consultant to
small companies and nonprofits.
“I find that, before attending a
function that involves many people,
I need to deliberately spend time
alone. … Being alone is not enough.
I must consciously decide that the
alone time is set aside for me to rejuvenate and prepare.”
Treat your own pre-event alone

time with the same level of purpose,
Markgraf suggests. And make the
most of it by leaning on your introverted knack for deep thinking.
“I imagine the aloneness around
me, seeping into me so that it will
be there later as a buffer when many
people surround me,” Markgraf
says. “This deliberate time away
from others has made a noticeable
difference, making gatherings less
stressful.”

GETTING YOUR SOLITUDE

Be Deliberate About Getting
Your Pre-Event Alone Time
Michelle Markgraf says she’s not
just “a little bit of an introvert,” but
“a full-blown, way-on-the-end-ofthe-spectrum introvert.”
That’s why she’s so deliberate
about getting her alone time, particularly before attending events, she
writes in her recent LinkedIn article
entitled “Networking for Introverts.”
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PARENTING

Time Your Extraverted Child’s
Playdates to Work for You, Too
If you’re the introverted parent of
an extraverted child, you know full
well what it’s like to have a son or
daughter who wants to socialize far
more than you do.
That’s what playdates were invented for, right?
Yes. But the same playdate that
energizes your child can (further)
drain you, especially if interacting
with the other parent(s) is involved.
That’s why it’s critical for you to
wisely manage both the scheduling
and the time frame of the playdates
you arrange, says Maryland-based

clinical psychologist Samantha Rodman Whiten.
For starters, Rodman Whiten
notes, schedule playdates far in advance—as in days or weeks ahead of
time vs. mere hours.
“If you know that a playdate is
on the books in one or two weeks,
you can prepare for it mentally and
practically, including buying snacks
and gearing up to be ‘on’ for the
afternoon,” Rodman Whiten writes
in her recent Medium.com website
article entitled “How to Parent
Your Extroverted Child: A Guide
for Introverts.”
You can also put specific start
and end times on the playdate, Rod-

man Whiten says, aiming for the
“introvert sweet spot” of one and a
half to two hours total.

And make no mistake, Donahue
says: Your one-on-one skills are almost certainly a strength, even if you
yourself have a tendency to be unaware of them.
“It is a real talent to be able to
connect, empathize, and really get to
know your team and those around
you,” Donahue writes.

“And this is not something to be
overlooked. This is a superpower
you have that maybe your extraverted colleagues don’t, so don’t be
afraid to let it shine.”
Instead, run with it purposefully
and build relationships your own
introverted way—one quality interaction at a time.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Don’t Downplay—or Overlook—
Your One-on-One Strengths
We all have abilities that come
to us so naturally—and so effortlessly—that we don’t even recognize
them as abilities at all.
If you’re an introvert, one of these
hidden strengths might well be your
knack for connecting deeply with
people, one on one.
Do not downplay or, worse,
ignore this essential life skill, stresses
leadership consultant Jenn Donahue, in her recent blog post entitled
“The Introvert’s Guide to More
Confidence.”
“Sometimes, as introverts, we
compare ourselves to the very obvious (sometimes very loud) tendencies and behaviors of an extravert. I
know I do,” Donahue says.
“The key to finding your inner
confidence as an introvert is to focus
on where your strengths are, instead
of comparing your weaknesses to
other people’s strengths.”
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
To Do Your Best Thinking, You
Sometimes Need to Walk Away
By Peter Vogt
I’ve been running for years, but
I have yet to experience the clearly
made-up phenomenon known as
the runner’s high.
The website Healthline defines
the (alleged) runner’s high as the
“brief, deeply relaxing state of
euphoria” that envelops you after
intense or lengthy exercise.
Brief, deeply relaxing state of
euphoria …
Let’s see here …
Nope, doesn’t ring a bell.
I have experienced the runner’s
“why, oh why?” and the runner’s “I’m
going to cry” and the runner’s “I’m
going to die.” But no, no runner’s
high, not yet at least.
I do get something vital from
running, though, something I never
expected when I began.
For me, running—all vigorous
exercise, really—is one of the key
activities I can tap to untie the tangled thinking I’m so prone to as an
introvert. I can count on running
to come through for me when my
thoughts are not coming through
for me.
There’s something about the
change of scenery and the sweat and
the pounding that beats the mental
clutter out of my brain and clears
the stage for, if not answers, then at
least better questions and analysis.
Like many introverts, I tend to
fight myself when it comes to thinking. I don’t fight thinking per se;
I don’t think I’m even capable of
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that. But I am susceptible to digging
in my heels and bullishly thinking
about something, without stopping,
for hours on end, even when the
only result is muck.
Some people call this overthinking.
Some call it stubborn. Some call it the
definition of insanity (i.e., doing the
same thing over and over and expecting a different result).
I call it being on quest status, in
honor of Clark W. Griswold, who,
after a series of wacky mishaps in
the movie “Vacation,” declares to his
exhausted family that no, absolutely
not, they will not drive from Phoenix
back home to Chicago but will instead press on to Walley World in
California—because their vacation
has become a … quest.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with
persistence, with fighting through
when something is difficult. We
teach our kids to do that, after all.
But thinking too long and too
hard about something can, and often
does, backfire.
We don’t need to change our
propensity to think deeply, mind
you. Sometimes, though, we do need
to change when we’re thinking … or
where … or even what we’re thinking about and how. We might need
to table something for an hour, or a
day, or do something different.
In her brilliant 2019 New York
Times essay entitled “You Are Doing
Something Important When You
Aren’t Doing Anything,” writer
Bonnie Tsui challenges one of western culture’s sacred cows: the idea

that “if you aren’t visibly producing,
you aren’t worthy,” that idleness is
essentially laziness.
Wrong, Tsui argues.
It is restoration and replenishment, she says, a shaking of your
personal Etch A Sketch that allows
you to erase all the roads leading
nowhere and start afresh.
Whenever I’m stuck on a crossword puzzle clue, I walk away for a
while. Invariably when I return to
the clue a few hours later, the answer
comes to me. Not because I’ve given
up on thinking about it, but because
I’ve temporarily given up on thinking about it—consciously, at least—
and walked away for a while to let it
percolate instead.
Sometimes we need to walk away
for a while in the rest of life too.
Will we get the runner’s high, or
any other kind of high? That I don’t
know. But we will give ourselves
space, and permission, for the temporary control-alt-delete we sometimes need to catch our breath, clear
our head, and refuel our brain so
that the thinking we do isn’t just any
thinking, but our best thinking.
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BETA version available now!
Online Course

For a limited time, you can take the BETA version of my new online course for
the special price of just $95 (instead of the $495 it will eventually cost at launch)!
Learn more and enroll now at:

courses.introvertinsights.com
P.S. — Thank you for being a loyal Introvert Insights subscriber. With my gratitude, please take an additional $10
off this offer by using the following exclusive code with the “Have a coupon?” link on the ordering page:

LOYAL

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
You’re Using Identifiable Skills
When You Pursue Solitude
You are using a set of identifiable
skills when you’re engaging in the
solitude you so thrive on as an introvert, suggests a recent study in the
journal Qualitative Psychology.
The study involved 14 adults, all
of them experienced solitude seekers,
who agreed to spend one day alone
on a solitude date of their choosing.
Afterwards, researcher Virginia
Thomas of Middlebury College interviewed each participant at length
and then thoroughly analyzed transcripts of the conversations in an attempt to discern the key skills the
participants used to have a positive
solitude experience.
She identified eight such skills in
all, which fell into three categories:

The skills of connecting with the
self: enjoying meaningful solitary
activities; experiencing and regulating various emotional states;
and engaging in introspection and
self-insight.
The skills of protecting your
time: making time for solitude;
using that time mindfully; and
validating (to yourself and/or to
others) your need for solitude.
The skills of finding a balance:
noticing the internal clues that
signal when you need to enter
solitude; and noticing too the
clues that signal when you need
to exit solitude.
Thomas notes that although introversion and extraversion levels likely

play a role in how much solitude
you prefer, “the actual skills to utilize solitude constructively may not
depend on individual differences.”
In other words, Thomas stresses,
“engaging in solitude is not the exclusive province of individuals who
‘naturally’ know how to be alone.”
“Rather,” she writes, “positive
solitude becomes potentially accessible for the individual who learns to
practice and adapt various solitude
skills to meet particular needs or
achieve certain ends.”
Thomas points out as well that
the skills she’s identified might also
help people who find themselves in
unchosen solitude situations.
Source: “Solitude Skills and the
Private Self,” Qualitative Psychology,
December 20, 2021 (advance online
publication).

REFLECTIVE READS
The Corporate Introvert: No
More “Fake It ‘Til You Make It”
If Steve Friedman had only three
seconds to give you his essential
message to fellow introverts, he
would undoubtedly say something
like “be you.”
“Our highest calling is to be authentic—to be ourselves,” Friedman
writes in his sincere and candid book
The Corporate Introvert: How to Lead
and Thrive with Confidence.
He knows all about that calling—
because he not only ignored it for
decades, he tried to do the opposite;
to be the extravert he was not and
still is not.
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He shares the many hard lessons
learned in The Corporate Introvert,
which is part illumination of introversion itself and part learning how
to embrace it—and leverage it—in
your career, particularly if you are in
or aspire to be in a leadership role.

Before his retirement, Friedman
held various management positions
in corporate America. He pulls from
these experiences, the good and the
bad, to offer the kind of career and
leadership development advice that
ascends to the level of wisdom.
Friedman builds the book around
a powerful visual: that of a tree,
which of course needs solid roots
and healthy branches to grow.
You’ll get neither, he says, in
work or in the rest of your life, if you
try to “fake it ‘til you make it.”
“You don’t need to change,” he
stresses. “[Y]ou just need to embrace
your true values and talents, allowing your authentic self to shine.”
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Continued from page 1
with the obvious bonus being that
kids frequently behave like cats and
dogs, thus making it easy to shift
from seeking out the animals in the
room to seeking out the ani…—I
mean, the children in the room.
At holiday meals, I try to sit at
the “kid table” when I can. Why?
Because I can generally—though not
always, I’ll admit—have a nice twoway conversation with a kid, one
that stays away from difficult topics
and doesn’t force either one of us to
engage in draining small talk.

The Helper Person
Need a break from the family
reunion? Offer to wash the dishes,
or to take the pets/kids (same difference) for a walk, or to run to the
grocery store to restock the supply
of beverages.
Want your professional gathering
to be a little less draining—dare I
say, perhaps even be energizing? Offer to be the person who welcomes
people to the event and gives them
their nametag, conference folder,
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and meal ticket. People will be coming to you to interact. That alone
will make your socializing easier.

The Game Person
Games are particularly big at family gatherings, and in two contexts.
For starters, there’s the ball game
that a group of people are watching
on TV. Join that group; grab a spot
on the couch or in the reclining
chair. All you have to do is sit there
and watch the game with everyone
else and presto: You’re socializing.
If you actually enjoy the sport being
televised, so much the better.
You can also participate in the
games people are playing at the
event. Maybe it’s cards. Maybe it’s a
board game. Maybe it’s volleyball.
Doesn’t matter. If you let yourself be
part of the game, you’re seen as part
of the group and part of the fun.

The Periphery Person
This one is for weddings, dances,
wedding dances, and similar events.
The Periphery Person is the person who is at a gathering, but who is
off to the side and out of the direct

spotlight. It’s the person who is taking a break on the patio of the event
hall while the DJ blares the music
inside. It’s the person who finds a
near-empty corner table to get slightly away from the bulk of the people
in the middle of the facility.
One thing I have learned over the
years, having been The Periphery
Person many times: Nobody cares.
As in, nobody cares that you’re off
on the periphery. In fact, it’s doubtful that most people even notice.
Who does notice? It’s almost always a fellow introvert, who might
then come join you in mutual
respite. And that frequently turns
into the engaging one-on-one conversation we introverts crave.
When Putt Putt died, my uncle
and aunt got a new dog named Myrt
who could sit with a potato chip on
her nose until Dick shouted “Get it!”
She’d then flip the chip in the air and
eat it in one swift movement.
I helped Myrt practice this amazing trick every Sunday for years.
Who knew that she was helping
me master an amazing trick, too?
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“Here’s to the hope that we all can do just a little better at
supporting the introverts in our lives, and that we introverts
can do just a little better in supporting and recognizing value
in ourselves.”
~ Jeremy Bird
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